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About This Game

An original and challenging survival arcade game about colors!

Your Chromacore is stranded in the depths of space and the only way to survive is to show to the universe the True Rainbow
Power!

Combining speed, action, and emotion (and some rage), Chromatic will let you unleash your awesome gaming skills through a
fantastic, but dangerous adventure in space-time.

To survive, your goal is to disintegrate the vicious hazards by selecting the opposite color of your enemies.

Use your Chromabeam to quickly wipe out all the dangers and be rewarded with huge combos!

Reach your eye tolerance limit and be proud (or not) of your score!

Fight against badass bosses that will push you to use your best strategies to win.

Will you have the courage to deal with that challenge where your unique allies are colors ?

Or double the fun and call a friend to help you with the badass Chroma-Missile Launcher !
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Have fun with this colorful Indie game. It's made with nothing but love! <3

 Features

Over 40 thrilling Achievements to unlock

Incoming trading cards support

Double the fun and play with a friend in Coop mode

Mouse and Gamepad support (XBOX controller, Sony DualShock, Steam Controller ...)

Features 50+ different hazards randomly generated but organized in difficulties over time

Includes epic boss fights to challenge your skills

Action, emotions and high level of intense progressive gameplay

A nostalgy game to play again and again to improve your World Rank in the Leaderboards
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Title: Chromatic
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Marc-Antoine Jacob
Publisher:
MAJ Studio
Release Date: 17 Jul, 2017
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Seems like it was made for children, but that is certainly not a bad thing at all. The art is beautiful and the game play is simple,
but rewarding enough to provide several hours of entertainment. Definitely came across to me as a polished product of high
quality!. ... You Can See The Monuments In Diplomatic Mode People.... You're pretty much a space truck driver who
eventually starts a space truck driving empire and gets in turf wars with other space truck driver moguls.

That said it's really fun and well made.

Depth is a little lacking at the moment, but they're updating it like every week.

8/10. Vastly superior to Riptide GP2. It even dethrones the mighty Hydro Thunder Hurricane for best water racing game on PC
IMO. Graphics and level design are really a significant step up from previous Vector Unit releases.

Fast ARCADE racing at it's finest.. Alright lets do this then.

Gameplay:

Its Ys, its fast paced and challenging but fair. The controls are really smooth, the characters are all good and the boss fights are a
major treat with the exception of one boss who has a little too much HP, at least from my experience. Going around completing
quests in trails in the sky fashion is also a bonus. The areas are all really interesting and fun and you can even find optional boss
fights. The gameplay, which is the most important thing in a Ys game is fantastic as ever here.

The soundtrack:
Its Ys.......come on of course its amazing. I was rocking the entire way through.

The story:
Ohhhhh boy...... Look we don't play Ys for its story but this game really by the numbers. And I will say this right now, it has one
of the most rushed endings I have ever seen in a falcom game. It just......ends. The characters have decently interesting dialogue
between them and I do like them for that. Also while not as detailed as the trails games, the NPCs have arcs. And one character
General Leo is easily my favorite character from this game. We see a decent amount of him but I really wish he had more
screen time. He is one of those comic releaf characters that are also very capable on their own right.

So overall my opinion of this game is very positive. I still prefer Ys Origin but out of all the Ys games that I have played this is
probably my second favorite one. It has a certain charm to it that no other Ys games have for me.. Waited for this for a long
time... since the Steam Link came out actually. I really only play one game, Elite: Dangerous. I use a Saitek X-52 flight stick...
and now, after months of waiting, I can actually play with the X-52 on my TV without having to unplug and move my PC...
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Excellent, excellent, excellent! Highly recommended :). Waited four years for this!!!

Hotline Miami meets John Woo. Great bullet time gameplay and a very good soundtrack. You can achieve stars for completing
challenges every stage. This game is a must buy for me and hotline miami fans will really enjoy this game. 10/10. This is
Amazing! Definitely above and beyond the rest.
Probably my favorite of the series so far!
And theres a good amount of chapters.
I was afraid it was going to be short like the previous versions,
But i was Excited to find out it had Multiple chapters!
And if you like to explore and go in blind like i did instead of just lookin up a walkthru,
 then you get MAD playtime out of this, exploring every little detail..

check out the first 2 Chapter in my IN DEPTH/ Blind First look review/LetsPlay: Guest Reactor!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RKhwM4wDTp8

Check out the graphics and style, the horror visuals, and just Awesome little details full gamethru tend to miss!. Video of
gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/oqmvzWVWY8g

This game is a great concept for VR. You are legless, sitting on the ground from your waist up. You can climb, crawl, & fling
yourself anywhere you want on the map, even up trees! There are powerup cards that rest on your forearm and you throw them
to use them. This ranges from magic wirdwinds to rocket launchers on your shoulders. You have a regular laser gun at your hip
to use as well. Hopefully more people pick up this game because I could only find one lobby with one person in it. I think bots is
a must for this game, otherwise there won't be a big enough players right now.

Pros: Awesome concept
Movement is smooth and managable
Lots of powerup types

Cons: Everything is blurry\/grainy at distance. Anything more than 4 feet in front of you.
This is multiplayer only, no bots. Without a playerbase this game will not last.
. TLDR; This is already is a pretty good game with a LOT of potential, that needs a bit more content, but worth it in its current
form.

Game has around 2-3hrs of story levels, Each being different on its "mechanics", i was expecting at least 2 or 3 levels like the
demo\/1st level (run around in a building saving people and putting out fires) but only the 1st one was like that, after that each
level works different, as in you need to do different things, this kinda screwed with me because some levels you walk until you
reach an "action" point where you cant move, and enemies start coming in waves and you had to take cover within your
designated play area... but then other levels once the "presentation" was over you could teleport and move way more freely
around the VR playspace.

The last level is the best by far imo, the most "campaing like", when it was over i STILL WANTED MORE! that obviously is a
good sign, but it also means it felt unfinished, sure the last mission does feel like a final mission... but id absolutely would have
loved to have at least a couple more "pure" firefighter levels, instead of almost immediately going from fighting fire, to to
fighting the evil cronies of a mad man in a conspiracy that goes to the highest place in the goverment.

The guns feel like 1 use and be done with, way underused. Different types of guns i recall: auto turret that has to be aimed and
reloaded, double barrel balloon shotgun, pump action pistol, automatic reload pistol, the axe and the semiautomatic pistol and
granades. so, a decent ammount of guns, that basically you once on 1 level and never see it again.

There are a few different enemies, like the ones that rush towards you, the ones that shoot missiles from afar, and the ones that
shoot at you, and of course the level bosses.

If "weapon selection" was a thing, it would be obvious to make each weapon extra effective against a different kind of enemy...
and having the player change them on the fly depending on what wave the game is throwing at you, obviously not forcing the
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player to change, but adding extra damage because affinity or something. (i dont get why getting the paper enemies wet with the
gun wouldnt work at least a bit, why it HAD to be with a granade or viceversa)

A couple more indicators would be welcomed, like with the final boss i wish it had an indicator that my bullets where not doing
anything as i spent like 10 minutes avoiding him and shooting him without it doing anything until realizing the "slap attack" was
meant to be kind of a queue for me to slap him... with the axe :\/ so it would trigger his move where i could actually damage
him.

Dialogue is pretty funny (Subtitles should be added!) and i liked all the voices, the 4th wall breaking was great!

I feel the settings had very little to choose from, and of course, there is only Teleport movement, which is a bummer, but being
the kind of game it is, its fine imo. (but having more movement options would be better)

I dont know the "roadmap" for this game, it feels unfinished, BUT it already has a respectable amount of content and it truly
shows potential! I bought it on a 60% off sale, and i feel it was more than an adaquate price! ~3hrs of gameplay, good graphics,
good performance, nice audio (voices music and sounds), funny dialogue and a LOT of potential.

Recommended.
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Bad Dream: Coma is an amazing game with a rather fast and fluent story. The artstyle and how the game interacts with it is
really smart. Game got me hooked from the beginning and kept me this way. There are multiple endings so dont worry about my
short play time, i only played 1 ending and yes apparently it really alters the story and some of the gameplay. Some
psychological and gore / horror elements are involved so beware of that before you buy. I loved this game and i recommend
playing this for every point&click fans.. Great and loads of fun for a few laughs as you squish people and swarm the town so
many laughs and so much more pertiniual
https:\/\/youtu.be\/XMvD6313yP4. Edit: Pass this game by, the 30 day turns ruin the game and the only purpose they serve is to
artificially help the AI. There needs to be a mod or DLC that changes the turn length to a week or so might make this game
believable.

Old review -
Boring and generally a bad design, but it gets points for trying. There are so few real (non-RTS) based strategy games, you could
give this one a try. The game is complex and deep, but, by far, the biggest challenge is overcoming the game design. DO NOT
PLAY FOR HISTORICAL ACCURANCY. The names, dates, and locations are accurate, but the game play isnt. Ai runs single
units around like mice, 30 day turns are used to help AI seem smarter, senarios are made with pre-planned outcomes (no what-
ifs). Some of the senerios play out as if it has scripted AI. If the senario wants the AI to get to a town, your army will stop
moving. In my current game my army is plotted with a 28 day move up only moves one zone per turn just so the AI can get
ahead. IF my army is limited in some way the game should not display my total move as 28 days.

 I would have returned this game, but I am over the time limit. I recommend people to play for 30 miuntes and if you have ANY
doubts, return it without a second thought

Edit #2: Most importantly, the game is unrealistic and feels broken because of the one month turns. You can have an enemy
army on the other side of a river and you decide "I will attack". It might take 2 days to cross the river. Once you end turn you
will waste 30 days to start the battle. If the enemy retreats one zone, you are 30 days behind. The Ai will detatch units and run
them around your flanks and run across a dozen zone before you can even engage one of their units. No general in history stuck
to a one month plan no matter what. This alone makes the game unhistoric. In one of my turns I was determined to use all of my
30 days of my turn and I ran my army around in a circle. This was one of my single greatest turns because I caught so many 1
and 2 unit armies that the AI made.

It is unbeliveable to think that Caeser would say -"Ok troops we are going to march North for 30 days." Sergent says -"North
Sir? The scouts say the enemy might be on our west flank." Caeser replies - "Well we will march for 30 days and see what
happens after that." THIS WHOLE GAME IS BUILT AROUND SEEING WHAT HAPPENS AFTER 30 DAYS HAVE
PAST.

The game does not make it clear what is important and what isnt. And things that are important are not emphasized. The UI is a
pain and is not clear. It took a bit of reading in the maual to figure out the "build" button was actually a little Eagle figure that
looks like UI artwork, not a button. I just count that the UI has about 56 differnent elements and all of them look like boxes or
buttons, execpt two. WHY JUST THOSE TWO? Its like they got toward the end of the design then saw the UI looked ugly
without art work, but simultaneously realized they needed two more buttons. Game designers - "Hey lets throw the players a
curve ball and make these two artwork pieces actually buttons! PROBLEM SOLVED!"

While playing the first campaign after the tutorial, I have got to a point where all of my armies are immobile ("not active" in
game terms) and I cant move anything, and the game does not make it clear why. Obviously there is a reason, but darned if I
know it. It is bad when I have to fight 6 armies in this campaign and I cant move any of my own.

Edit #1: Forgot to mention how hard it is to read the text on some of the windows. Tiny black text on medium gray background.
I cant tell if it is the text reading or the game that is giving me a headache.. Let me say, buy this.
this program is great for drawing, scetching just everything.
plus ive met a few people that helped me and the commuinity seems very kind ^^

***EDIT***
NEVER MIND IT CRASHES AND IS BUGGY AS CRAP JUST USE MEDIBANG OR FIRE ALPACA XDDDDD THOSE
ARE FREE DONT WASTE YOUR MONEY XDDDDDDDD SADHIUYAHUDSHASUIOHDIUSAGHIUDHUIAFHIUSAF.
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Very good game for this early phase of development. Go on guys!
A little bit more stability/performance in graphics when moving and maybe alternative weapons (not too many).
Also a kind of a tournament mode would be a good idea.. This game is full of charm, humor, and fun puzzles. It doesn't last
forever, and it doesn't drag. It's solid entertainment for a few hours.. Hotline Miami 3D, i recommend!
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